
AnotherPenguin’s SSSS Test Review

Hi! After writing the test, I will now give a more in-depth explanation on how to solve

some of these questions, as well as a few tips as to solving them. If I did not go over any

particular question, view the full solution guide provided by the Toebes website. I do not

directly list answers here, just ways to solve; this is meant to supplement the answer key if you

want some pointers or need some help fundamentally understanding a cipher. This is especially

helpful for ciphers such as aristocrats, as the solution guide does not give an explanation for

these tricky ciphers. I am, granted, not the best at explaining some of these ciphers, so I

encourage you to use https://scioly.org/wiki/index.php/Codebusters for any that you still do not

understand following my overview.

Question 1: Caesar Cipher

Let’s start off with the Caesar cipher.

A Caesar cipher is solved by shifting each letter of a message over by a set number, or

shift. An example of this would be shifting a → d. In this case, b → e, c → f, and so on.

https://scioly.org/wiki/index.php/Codebusters


A few tips:

● Table - once you find the shift in the cipher, quickly scribble down a table of each shift.

Since both rows of the table are in alphabetical order, this should be pretty simple. If this

sounds confusing, here is an example for a shift of 8 where A → I.

● Fill in everything - Each time you refer to the table to fill in a letter, quickly scan over the

cipher and fill in every other occurrence of that same letter. This way, you will not have

to refer back to the table for every individual letter. Also, when you are highly confident

that the missing letters spell out a word, you can fill them in to save time.

In this cipher, I would try to utilize the single letter, because in English the only two

single letters are “A” and “I”. You can determine which is correct by converting a two-letter word

in the quote such as “VA” or “GB” to see whether they form words. In this case, N → A would

shift “VA” into “IN”, while N → I would make “VA” into “QV”. From this, you can tell that this

Caesar can be decoded with a shift of 12, so you can create a table with this shift. After this

point, the rest of the problem is just filling out the cipher based on the table.



Question 3: Affine Cipher

I’m sorry about this one :). Affine is applying a formula to a letter to output a new letter.

For this, you would need an a and b value. For decrypting, you would use the formula a(x-b)

mod 26, and for encrypting you would use the formula ax+b mod 26. “X” is the number value

using a=0 correspondence.

A few tips:

● Memorize a=0 correspondence - Essentially, every letter is assigned a number with a

being 0, b being 1, and so forth. Memorizing these numbers will prevent you from

having to refer to the table on the reference page, and is useful for more than just affine

cipher.

● Fill in every letter - since you are applying the same formula to every letter, an inputted

letter will always output another letter. This means that you can fill in every occurrence

of a letter once you apply the formula once.

This question is asking to decode, so we would use a(x-b) mod 26. Let us begin with G. In

a=0 correspondence, G is 6. 25(6-51) is equal to -1125. Mod (or modulation) 26 is essentially

finding the remainder of a number when dividing by 26. You can do this by dividing by 26,

subtracting the integer in front of the decimal, and then multiplying by 26 again. For example



(use a handheld calculator for this rather than Google, I’m just using it as an example):

In this case, note that I had to add 26 to -7 because it was a negative number. Now,

repeat this for every unique letter in the cipher. In this case, a=25 and b=51 is actually an atbash

cipher in disguise. Are you enjoying code yet?



Question 5: Baconian Cipher

5) Baconian is a relatively simple cipher in principle,

although variations can prove to be very difficult (for

example, question 6). Baconian ciphers follow the

24-variant Baconian alphabet listed to the right:

Do not freak out; this conversion table is in the

reference sheet so you do not need to memorize the

Baconian alphabet. However, memorizing it would help

improve times. Test writers can wake up on the wrong

side of the bed and make a ‘ and b “, but I chose to

make A “D” and B “B”. Convert D to A, and solve the cipher using the 24-variant Baconian to get

your answer.



Question 7: Vigenere Cipher

Vigenere cipher is another cipher that is best solved using math. The table below is given in the

reference sheet to be used for the cipher, but I would recommend calculations instead, as once

you practice them they become much faster. Both are explained at

https://scioly.org/wiki/index.php/Codebusters.

https://scioly.org/wiki/index.php/Codebusters


To decode a Vigenere, you need the cipher text and a keyword. You take the a=0

correspondence value for the ciphertext and subtract the correspondence value for the keyword.

If this does not immediately make sense, let’s try the question:

The first letter of the cipher is K (10) and the keyword is S(18). 10-18=-8, which we mod 26 to

get 18. This means that the first letter of our answer is S. You will then go along the keyword as

you solve the puzzle. For the next letter Y (24), you would use the letter M (12) from the

keyword rather than S. Here, you can do 24-12 which gives us M. Follow this method with

patience, and eventually you will be able to solve these ciphers very quickly.

Question 9: Hill Cipher

The last of the math ciphers is hill (and also my least favorite one). Decoding is

particularly tricky for beginners. Aware that I am seldom able to solve one myself, I will refer

you to the Codebusters wiki page to learn how to solve. It truly is a great resource for things like

these.

https://scioly.org/wiki/index.php/Codebusters

https://scioly.org/wiki/index.php/Codebusters


Question 11: Aristocrats :)

These are among the more difficult of the ciphers because they are not formulaic like the

others. These are random and require some deductions to determine what letter is which. I will

guide you through how I solved, but there are multiple ways to solve and my method might not

be very intuitive. Follow along with https://toebes.com/aca/Solver.html?editEntry=0.

Here is how I would solve this question:

1) Notice that “S” is a single letter word. There are only two single letter words, “A” and “I”.

With this in mind, several words in the quote (SDU and SMG) start with S, so “A” is more

likely because it is more likely to begin a three letter word than “I”.

2) Meanwhile, “TM" and “TK” are both two letter words that begin with the same letter.

These are likely to be some form of the set of [“it”, “is”, “if”, “in”]. From this, we can

guess that T codes for I.

3) With this in mind, look at the contraction “QSM’N”. Contractions are my favorite,

because they tend to end with a T (they also end with S and D occasionally). At this

point, we think that S codes for A.  In my mind, “QSM’N” most likely codes for “man’s” or

“can’t”, but in both instances M codes for N. At this point, we have:

https://toebes.com/aca/Solver.html?editEntry=0


4) At this point, we begin making educated guesses.

5) Now we can begin to fill it out. Looking at “_ I _ _ NIN_”, this is very often a word with

the ending of “NING”, so we can fill that out.

6) Now with “_ IG _ _ NING”, we can safely assume that the word is “LIGHTNING”.

7) “_ AN’T” is most likely “CAN’T”.

8) “CA_GHT” is most likely “CAUGHT”.

9) “_ _ U” is a three letter word that ends with a U. The most common word that follows

that pattern is “YOU”

10) “HOL_  U_” is “HOLD UP”

11) “A _ _ AID” is “AFRAID”

12) “AR_” is most likely “ARE” given the context of the quote.

13) “E_EN” is most likely “EVEN”

14) “_TOR_” is likely “STORM”

The quote was a golf joke. I am aware that this explanation was very overwhelming to

new Codebusters participants. It is important to make sure that the quote makes sense, and you

can make guesses based on the surrounding quote.



Question 12: Another Aristocrat

A few tips:

● Letter frequencies: These are extremely useful, as “e” is much more likely to appear

than “v”. You do not need to memorize these, as they are on the second page of the

reference sheet, but remembering “ETAOIN SHRDLU” or some equivalent would not

hurt. Keep these letter frequencies in mind as you solve.

● PRACTICE: Practice is especially helpful. My suggestion for practice would be practice

tests or https://cryptograms.puzzlebaron.com. This website provides cryptograms to

solve. Do not worry about the time at first, and please avoid the comments section as

well, but the practice from this website is very useful. Just keep in mind that this website

has autofill while live tests do not.

Here is my best attempt at solving it. This was mostly guesswork:

1) “PYKBY”, “YRDUKY”, and “RCURY” are the three patterns that stand out to me. For

“PYKBY”, the most common words that follow that pattern are “known” or “which” (this

comes with practice). However, when you fill in “which”, “H _ _ _ IH” appears, so this is

most likely not it. After filling “KNOWN” in, the aristocrat still seems to make sense, so

this might be correct.

https://cryptograms.puzzlebaron.com/


2) The only word I know that would fit “N _ _ _ ON” is “NATION”. Once you fill this in, no

grammatical errors or obvious non-words show up, so this is still probably correct.

3) In addition, some discernible word patterns appear. For example “W_AT” is “WHAT”

4) “TH_” is “THE”

5) “EA_T A_IAN” with both missing letters being the same is probably “EAST ASIAN”

6) “IS_AN_” is “ISLAND”

7) “O_I_IN” is most likely “ORIGIN”

8) “_EING” is “BEING”

9) Lastly, we can guess that “_OR” is “FOR” and “KQ” is “OF

The answer to this question is Taiwan :)



Question 15: K1 Aristocrats

K1 are similar to aristocrats, but have a built-in hint. The replacements for the question

are in alphabetical order, except for a keyword that sits in between the beginning and end of the

alphabet. In this example, the keyword is positve (positive without the i repeated), and be

aware that proctors do not need to tell you what the keyword is.

How I solved:

1) “PYEPGK” is often “ALWAYS”, so I tested that and none of the words seemed out of

order.

2) “W_LL” is “WILL” (It can’t be WALL because A was already used)

3) “Y_ _” is “YOU”, so “YOU_” is “YOUR”

4) “_OWAR_” is “TOWARD”

5) “A_D” is “AND”

6) “S_ADOWS” is “SHADOWS” and “SUNSHIN_” is “SUNSHINE”

7) “_EHIND” is “BEHIND”

8) “_ALL” is “FALL” and “FA_E” is “FACE”

9) Let’s say you cannot figure out the last word. Then, we can use this word table to figure

out what the rest of the correspondences are. Since G is the only letter between F and



H, U codes for G.

10) Since “I” is used in the keyword, we skip I and put in J and K for W and X. Now we know

that the first letter is K, so now we have “KEE_”. F is X and H is Z. The last three letters

are P, V, and Q. “KEEP” is the only one that makes sense.

Question 21: Morbit Cipher

The morbit cipher is a morse code cipher where each number corresponds to a

combination of two of these: = ●, –, and ×. There is a variant where the question will give you a

keyword and you have to determine the morbit key from there, but those are rare so I will not

cover them.

A few tips:

● Basic Morse Knowledge - You could use the reference guide, but you can save time on

tests by memorizing Morse code.

● Morbit Rules - In morbit, × means a break in the letter and ×× means a break in the

word. There cannot be ×××. Next, most morse code words are limited to four ●/–’s.

There are exceptions: morse code numbers use five, but those are extremely rare, so if

you find a five letter sequence be careful to check and make sure that you did not mess

up somewhere.

● Morbit Keys - there are only 9 possible combinations for the keys, and keys cannot

repeat, so 1 cannot be the same as 4. In this way, if you know all numbers except one,

you can figure out which pattern has not been used already.

I will not explain pollux, because it is even more intuitive than morbit and follows the

same rules. I have not covered a few of the ciphers (hill, patristocrat, xenocrypt) because I do

not feel strong enough in these to do them in a competition, let alone explain them to others.

Other than that, I hope this guide has helped in some way!


